LIC Advisory Committee Meeting Notes

Date: October 30, 2012

Present – Judy Westrick, Christine Chow, Mary Kay Pflum, Chuck Winters, Jin Cha, Stephanie Brock

Systems:

Management -
Discussion on more advanced training for students – 1 through 4 levels for each core. NMR and MS would be obvious place to start. Summer workshops for each level.
Camera in MS lab to determine if MSs are being booked properly.

Accounting –
Accounting – short term goal, monthly billing/reports for PI (in process)
Long term goal, monthly billing for everyone

Safety –
Radiation paper work has been filled out and several questions have been resolved

Website-
Website is being populated
I will discuss with Nestor and Marty about a template for faculty. Template would make the updates easier and less time consuming.

Communication:

Intradepartmental discussion – Started evaluating instrument usage and talking to major users within the department.

Interdepartmental discussion – I have started to arrange talks and meetings with chairs and faculty from other department.

External academic – contacts: University of Detroit/Mercy; Oakland University; Kent State, Eastern University

External nonacademic – NEW- Aphla resins; DIA

Instruments:

NSF:MRI high resolution XRD system, Nov 7. Yes (Brock and Winters)
NIH – LIC/TOF or MALDI/TOF/TOF  More discussion (Nov 28, internal)